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SARCO IMPACT GLOVES

SARCO
SARCO IMPACT GLOVES

Premium grain, leather palm, 
orange spandex back, knit wrist, 

large

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton 
cord outer, non-woven liner, 

fluorescent green fingers, white 
poly knit wrist

Orange dot canvas outer, 
fluorescent green fingers, white 

poly knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton 
cord outer, fully wool lined, red 
fingers, white poly knit wrist, 

thinner more flexible pad, less 
impact protection, extra large

Orange dot canvas outer, 
fluorescent orange fingers, white 

poly knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton 
cord outer, non-woven liner, 

fluorescent orange fingers, white 
poly knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton 
cord outer, non-woven liner, red 

fingers, white poly knit wrist, 
thinner more flexible pad, 

less impact protection

Orange dot canvas outer, red 
fingers, white poly knit wrist, 

thinner, more flexible pad, less 
impact protection

Gray side split leather palm, orange 
spandex back, knit wrist, large

Extra heavy weight double woven 
green outer, fluorescent orange 

fingers, white poly knit wrist, large

“Mud Dawg®”, invert mud glove, 
triple dip blue PVC, 12", winter & 

summer liners

SIG005G M-XL SD0005R L&XL

SIG101O L
SIG005O M-XL

SD0019R XL

SIG102O L

SIG006G M-XL SD0006R L&XL

SIG006O M-XL
SIG007O L

XP0020BL L&XL 
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ARMA TUFF
ARMA TUFF IMPACT GLOVES

ARMA TUFF IMPACT GLOVES

Same as above, but with green 
spandex back

Poly/cotton corded double 
palm, accordion style, extra firm 

EVA foam padded back, TPR 
“thermoplastic elastomer” strips on 
back of fingers and thumb, orange 
spandex back, reflective knuckle 
strip, neoprene cuff with Velcro® 

closure, loop to hang gloves

Side split leather palm with 
reinforced leather palm patches, 

accordion style, extra firm 
EVA foam padded back, TPR 

“thermoplastic elastomer” strips on 
back of fingers and thumb, orange 
spandex back, reflective knuckle 
strip, neoprene cuff with Velcro® 

closure, loop to hang gloves

Grain goatskin leather palm, 
accordion style, extra firm 

EVA foam padded back, TPR 
“thermoplastic elastomer” strips on 
back of fingers and thumb, orange 
spandex back, reflective knuckle 
strip, neoprene cuff with Velcro® 

closure, loop to hang gloves

Same as above, but with green 
spandex back

SUPER DOT, long wearing 
orange silicon dotted single 

palm, accordion style, extra firm 
EVA foam padded back, TPR 

“thermoplastic elastomer” strips on 
back of fingers and thumb, orange 
spandex back, reflective knuckle 
strip, neoprene cuff with Velcro® 

closure, loop to hang gloves

Same as above, but with green 
spandex back

Synthetic leather palm with 
reinforced textured PVC, accordion 

style, extra firm EVA foam 
padded back, TPR “thermoplastic 

elastomer” strips on back of fingers 
and thumb, orange spandex back, 
reflective knuckle strip, neoprene 
cuff with Velcro® closure, loop to 

hang gloves

CHMECHO S-XXXL PDMECHO S-XXL

CHMECHG S-XXL PDMECHG S-XXXL

GLMECHO S-XXL TPMECHO S-XXL

SLDPMECHO S-XXL TPMECHG S-XXL
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ARMA TUFF ARMADILLO

All Arma Tuff palm patterns are 
available, made to order, with Hipora® 
and Thinsulate® liners for winter wear 
or a cut level 4 Kevlar®/ glass liner 

for cut resistance

ARMA TUFF
ARMA TUFF ARMADILLO

High visibility orange, one-piece 
TPR back for impact protection 

to back of hand, thumb & fingers, 
natural color poly/cotton corded 

double palm

High visibility orange, one-piece 
TPR back for impact protection 

to back of hand, thumb & fingers, 
high visibility green poly/cotton 

corded double palm

High visibility green, one-piece TPR 
back for impact protection to back 

of hand, thumb & fingers, high 
visibility orange poly/cotton corded 

double palm

High visibility green, one-piece 
TPR back for impact protection 

to back of hand, thumb & fingers, 
single palm cotton with orange 

silicon dots

ACHMECNO M-XXL ACHMECGO M-XXL

ACHMECOG M-XXL APDMECHOG M-XXL
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OIL FIELD
OIL FIELD

Import, Southern Comfort Fit®, heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, wing thumb, 

natural knit wrist IWCHF183

Super Oil Rig®, extra heavy weight, poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, red knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, natural knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, green knit wrist

Heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, red knit wrist

Heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, natural knit wrist

Import, extra heavy weight, poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, red knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, navy knit wrist

Extra heavy weight, poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, black knit wrist

Import, heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, red knit wrist

Import, heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, natural knit wrist 

UPC195

UPC193

UPC197

UCHF185

UCHF183 S-XL

IPC195

UPC194

UPC199

ICHF185

ICHF183

UCHF185
ICHF185

UPC195

UPC193

UPC197

IPC195

UPC194

UPC199

UCHF183 S-XL
ICHF183

IWCHF183
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OIL FIELD

Import, “Blowout Shield” extra heavy weight, cotton twill, fluorescent green, flame retardant, black 
flame retardant knit wrist, wing thumb

Import, “Blowout Shield” extra heavy weight, cotton twill, fluorescent orange, flame retardant, black 
flame retardant knit wrist, wing thumb

Import, fluorescent orange, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, PVC dotted palm, 
matching knit wrist

Import, fluorescent green, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, PVC dotted palm, 
matching knit wrist

Import, fluorescent yellow, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, PVC dotted palm, 
matching knit wrist

IWFG269 

IWF0269

ICHF18FOPD

ICHF18FYPD

ICHF18FGPD

“Blowout Shield” heavy weight, green flame retardant, cotton cord, straight thumb

Import, fluorescent orange, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Heavy weight, white, cotton, nap in, natural knit wrist, ladies

Import, fluorescent green, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Heavy weight, white cotton outer, nap in, non-woven liner, natural knit wrist

Import, fluorescent yellow, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Import, cotton, fluorescent green corded, matching knit wrist

Heavy weight, white, cotton, nap in, natural knit wrist

“Blowout Shield” heavy weight, orange flame retardant, cotton cord, straight thumb

Import, fluorescent orange, economy, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Import, heavy weight, cotton, nap in, natural knit wrist 

Import, fluorescent green, economy, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Import, cotton, fluorescent orange corded, matching knit wrist

Import, heavy weight, white, cotton outer, nap in, red knit wrist

Import, fluorescent yellow, economy, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Import, cotton, fluorescent yellow corded, matching knit wrist

IFCCFG209

ICHF18FO

U183C

ICHF18FG

UHF183

ICHF18FY

ICCHF18FG

U183

IFCCF0209

IECHF18FO

I183

IECHF18FG

ICCHF18FO

I185

IECHF18FY

ICCHF18FY

OIL FIELD
OIL FIELD
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Heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, safety cuff

Heavy weight, two-ply cotton canvas, orange PVC dots, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, black PVC dots, natural knit wrist

Corded poly/cotton outer, wool liner, natural knit wrist, extra large

Import, heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, safety cuff, wing thumb

Import, medium weight, white canvas, orange PVC dots, orange knit wrist

Heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top cuff

Medium weight, white canvas, orange PVC dots, natural knit wrist

Import, 10 oz., white canvas, black PVC dots, natural knit wrist

Corded poly/cotton outer, wool liner, natural knit wrist, large

Import, heavy weight, corded poly/cotton outer, non-woven liner, safety cuff 

Import, 10 oz., white canvas, orange PVC dots, natural knit wrist 

Medium weight, black PVC dots, band top, jumbo 

Heavy weight mitten, poly/cotton outer, wool liner, knit wrist 

UCHF18WSC L&XL

UOPD2433

UPD103 L&XL

UDCW3J-PK XL

IWCHF18WSC

ISD107

UCHF18WBT L&XL

USD103

IPD83

UDCW3-PK L

ICHF18WSC

ISD83

UPD10BT3JJ

MCPW163 L&XL

OIL FIELD
OIL FIELD

UPD103 L&XL
IPD83

UPD10BT3JJ

UCHF18WSC L&XL

IWCHF18WSC

UCHF18WBT L&XL

ICHF18WSC
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FLAME RETARDANT GLOVES

FLAME RETARDANT 
FLAME RETARDANT GLOVES

Two-ply, nap out, olive drab flame retardant cotton outer, non-woven liner, olive drab band
top, knuckle strap

Two-ply, nap out, olive drab flame retardant cotton outer, non-woven liner, olive drab band
top, knuckle strap, duck gauntlet cuff

“Blowout Shield”, import, extra heavy weight, cotton twill outer, fluorescent orange, flame retardant, 

black flame retardant knit wrist, wing thumb

Import, three-ply, nap out, olive drab flame retardant cotton outer, two cotton liners, turtleneck, 

gauntlet, knuckle strap

“Blowout Shield”, import, extra heavy weight, cotton twill outer, fluorescent green, flame retardant, 

black flame retardant knit wrist, wing thumb

Import, three-ply, nap out, olive drab flame retardant cotton outer, two cotton liners, olive drab 

band top, knuckle strap

“Blowout Shield”, import, heavy weight, fluorescent green, flame retardant, cotton corded outer, 

black flame retardant knit wrist, straight thumb 

“Blowout Shield”, import, heavy weight, fluorescent orange, flame retardant, cotton corded outer, 

black flame retardant knit wrist, straight thumb

UF243BT-P

UF243DG-P

IWFO269

IF34TNDG-P

IWFG269

IF34BT-P

IFCCFG209

IFCCFO209
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PRIVATE LABELING
PRIVATE LABELING

For decades, oil field customers have looked to Southern Glove for top-
quality hand-and-arm protection. Southern Glove is also renowned for 
its own brand of private label gloves. The most popular is our trademark 
“Super Oil Rig” glove, which is sold in convenience stores and oil field 
supply houses throughout the lower 48 states and Alaska. For retail sales, 
all Southern Glove styles are available with a UPC bar-coded, hangtag.

• Custom logos and labels for industrial work gloves
• Choice of colors and design
• Custom-imprinted hand-and-arm protection
• One to four-color imprint available

Contact customer service at 1-800-222-1113 for details 
about our custom-label industrial work gloves.

CUSTOM BRANDING SERVICES
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HOT MILL

HOT MILL
HOT MILL

Medium weight, two-ply, nap out, cotton outer, non-woven liner, natural knit wrist, knuckle strap

Medium weight, two-ply, nap out, cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top, knuckle strap

Medium weight, two-ply, nap in, cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, fourchette pattern, red external elastic, knit wrist

Heavy weight, fourchette pattern, red external elastic, rubberized gauntlet

Heavy weight three-ply, nap out, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, natural knit wrist, knuckle strap

Medium weight, two-ply, cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top

Heavy weight, three-ply, nap out, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, band top, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, three-ply, nap in, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, band top

Heavy weight, fourchette pattern, rubberized gauntlet

Heavy weight, three-ply, nap in, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, two-ply, nap in, cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top

Heavy weight, three-ply, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, band top

Heavy weight, three-ply, cotton outer, non-woven and burlap liners, band top, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, three-ply, cotton outer, non-woven and burlap liners, rubberized gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, fourchette pattern, knit wrist

U2433-P

U243BT-P

U243BT-PNI

LS0002 M-XL
LS0001 M-XL

UF3-P

U243BT-PK 

UFBT-P

UFBT-PKNI

LS0003 M-XL

UF3-PKNI

U243BTPKNI

UFBT-PK

USJ26BT-P
USJ26G-P

LS0004 M-XL
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Heavy weight, two-ply, double woven green cotton outer, non-woven liner, rubberized gauntlet, 

knuckle strapUSG24G-P

Medium weight, two-ply, nap out, cotton outer, non-woven liner, rubberized gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, two-ply, double woven green cotton outer, non-woven liner, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, nap out, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, rubberized gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, three-ply, nap out, green cotton outer, two non-woven liners, natural knit wrist, knuckle strap

Medium weight, two-ply, nap out, cotton outer, non-woven liner, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, nap out, cotton outer, two non-woven liners, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, nap out, green cotton outer, two non-woven liners, band top, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, two-ply, double woven green cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top, knuckle strap

Medium weight, two-ply, nap in, cotton outer, non-woven liner, starched gauntlet 

Heavy weight, three-ply, nap out, double back, non-woven lined, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, nap out, green cotton outer, two non-woven liners, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, two-ply, double woven green cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top

Import, heavy weight, cotton, wing thumb pattern, corded cotton outer, band top

Import, medium weight, double woven green outer, cotton liner, nap out, band top

U243G-P
U243DG-P

UFG-P

UGF3-P

U243DG-P

UFDG-P

UGFBT-P

USG24BT-P

U243SGPKNI

UDFDG-P

UGFDG-P

USG24BT-PK

ICC30WBTPK

ISG26BT-PK 

HOT MILL
HOT MILL
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HOT MILL

Import, extra heavy weight, olive drab, flame retardant cotton, band top, knuckle strap, 3 ply, extra 

heavy weight

Import, extra heavy weight, olive drab, flame retardant cotton, turtleneck, gauntlet, 

knuckle strap, 3 ply, extra heavy weight

IF34BT-P

IF34TNDG-P

Medium weight, cotton, nap out, rubberized gauntlet with pull, knuckle strap

Import, medium weight, cotton, nap out, band top, knuckle strap

Light weight, cotton, nap in, band top, reversible pattern

Heavy weight, cotton, nap out, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap 

Import, three-ply, medium weight, nap out, knit wrist, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, cotton, nap out, band top, knuckle strap

Light weight, cotton, nap in, band top, extra large

Heavy weight, cotton, nap out, band top, pull and knuckle strap, 3 ply, extra heavy weight

Medium weight, olive drab, flame retardant cotton outer, non-woven liner, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Medium weight, cotton, nap out, duck gauntlet, knuckle strap

Medium weight, cotton, nap out, band top, knuckle strap

Heavy weight, cotton, nap out, rubberized gauntlet knuckle strap, extra large

Import, three-ply, medium weight, nap out, band top, knuckle strap

Import, heavy weight, cotton, nap out, band top, knuckle strap

Light weight, cotton, nap in, band top, extra large 

Heavy weight, cotton, nap out, rubberized gauntlet, pull and knuckle strap, 3 ply, extra heavy weight

Medium weight, olive drab, flame retardant cotton outer, non-woven liner, band top, knuckle strap 

U24G

I24BT-P

U22RBT

U30DG-P

PI283P

U30BT-P

U20JBT XL

U30BT

UF243DG-P

U24DG-P

U24BT-P

U30GJ-P XL

PI28BTP L&XL

I30BT-P

U22JBT XL

U30G

UF243BT-P

HOT MILL
HOT MILL
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Heavy weight, double woven green outer palm and back, non-woven liner, band top, 

knuckle strap

Extra heavy weight, double back, cotton outer, non-woven/cotton liners, turtleneck, duck gauntlet, 

green knuckle strap

Heavy weight, double woven green outer palm and back, non-woven liner, rubberized gauntlet,    

knuckle strap

Extra heavy weight, double back, cotton outer, non-woven/cotton liners, 8" duck gauntlet with  

Velcro® closure, green knuckle strap

UMG24BTPGF

U3018TNDG

UMG24GPGF

U3018D8VP

Medium weight, cotton outer, non-woven para-aramid liner, double back, duck gauntlet

Medium weight, cotton outer, non-woven para-aramid liner, double back, band top

Medium weight, cotton outer, non-woven para-aramid liner, double back, rubberized gauntlet

Extra heavy weight, green palm, two cotton liners, double back, 5" natural knit wrist

Import, extra heavy weight, cotton, three-ply palm and back, 3" knit wrist

UD243KDGPK
UD243KBTPK 

UD243KG-PK

UHDG3035PK

I2828KW3PK

HOT MILL
HOT MILL
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DOUBLE PALM
DOUBLE PALM

DOUBLE PALM

Heavy weight, golden brown, cotton palm, non-woven liner, turtleneck, safety cuff, 

external elastic

Extra heavy weight, golden brown, cotton palm, non-woven liner, turtleneck, safety cuff, 

external elastic

UHF18TNESC

UHF20TNESC

Heavy weight, cotton outer, nap in, non-woven liner, band top, ladies

Heavy weight, golden brown cotton palm, non-woven liner, safety cuff, elastic

Heavy weight, golden brown cotton palm, non-woven liner, gauntlet cuff

Heavy weight, white cotton outer, nap in, non-woven liner, band top cuff

Heavy weight, golden brown cotton palm, non-woven liner, band top cuff

Heavy weight, golden brown palm, cotton, starched gauntlet

Heavy weight, golden brown palm, cotton, elastic, gauntlet cuff

Heavy weight, white cotton outer, nap out, non-woven liner, band top cuff 

Heavy weight, golden brown cotton palm, non-woven liner, duck safety cuff 

Extra heavy weight, golden brown, cotton palm, non-woven liner, turtleneck, gauntlet

Heavy weight, golden brown cotton palm, non-woven liner, natural knit wrist

UHF18WCBT

UHF18ESC

UHF18G

UHF18WBT

UHF18BT

U18SG
U18TNEG

UHF18WBTNO

UHF18DSC

UHF20TNEG

UHF181
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SINGLE PALM KNIT
SINGLE PALM KNIT

Medium weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist, children’s

Medium weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist, extra large

Heavy weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist 

Medium weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist, ladies

Import, medium weight, cotton/synthetic brown jersey, brown knit wrist

Heavy weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist, extra large

Medium weight, brown jersey, PVC mini dots, brown knit wrist, ladies

Import, medium weight, cotton/ramie brown jersey, brown knit wrist

Import, heavy weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist

Medium weight, brown jersey, PVC mini dots, brown knit wrist

Import, extra heavy weight, red-lined, brown jersey, slip on pattern

Thermal knit jersey, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, brown jersey, brown knit wrist

U92B

U92J XL

U1052

U92C 

I92

U1052J XL

U3203C

IE92

I1052

U3203

I14LJ

UTK93

U92

Medium weight, natural jersey, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, natural jersey, natural knit wrist, extra large

Import, medium weight, natural jersey, natural knit wrist, extra large

UJ83 

UJ83J XL 

IJ83J XL
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SINGLE PALM WOVEN
SINGLE PALM WOVEN

SINGLE PALM WOVEN

Light weight, cotton, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, cotton, natural knit wrist

Heavy weight, cotton, natural knit wrist

Heavy weight, cotton, navy knit wrist, large

Import, medium weight, cotton, natural knit wrist

Import, heavy weight, cotton, natural knit wrist, large

U83 S, L, XL 

U103 S, L, XL, XXL

U123 S, L, XL

U124 L

I103 S, L, XL, XXL 

I123 L
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SINGLE PALM
SINGLE PALM

Light weight, cotton, band top

Heavy weight, cotton, band top

Medium weight, cotton, starched gauntlet

Medium weight, corded poly/cotton, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, cotton, band top

Import, heavy weight, cotton, band top

Heavy weight, cotton, starched gauntlet

Medium weight, corded poly/cotton, reversible, natural knit wrist

Heavy weight, cotton, rubberized gauntlet

Medium weight, corded poly/cotton, band top

Medium weight, poly/cotton, natural knit wrist

Medium weight, poly/cotton, starched gauntlet

Medium weight, cotton, band top, external elastic

U8BT L&XL

U12BT L&XL

U10SG

UPC503 S&L

U10BT L&XL

I12BT L&XL

U12SG

UPC503R S&L

U12G

UPC50BT S&L

UPC103 L&XL

UPC10SG L&XL

U10EBTX L&XL

UPC10SG L&XL

U10SG
U12SG
U12G

UPC103 L&XL

U8BT L&XL

U12BT L&XL

U10BT L&XL

I12BT L&XL

U10EBTX L&XL
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10 gauge, gray poly/cotton knit, 
black latex palm dip

7 gauge, poly/cotton string shell, 
blue latex palm dip

10 gauge, gray poly/cotton knit, 
blue latex palm dip

13 gauge, gray foam nitrile palm 
dip on white nylon string shell

13 gauge, black foam nitrile palm 
dip on gray nylon string shell

13 gauge, white nylon knit, white 
polyurethane palm dip

13 gauge, gray nylon knit, gray 
polyurethane palm dip

GCBLLPD S-XL WCBLPC S-XL

GCBLPD S-XL WNGFNPD S-XL

GNBFNPD S-XL WNWPUPD S-XXL

GNGPUPD S-XL

PALM DIP
PALM DIP

PALM DIP
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CHORE

DISPOSABLES

CHORE

DISPOSABLES

Non powdered latex, 5 mil, 100 gloves per box

Heavy weight, double woven, green chore, green knit wrist

Non powdered clear vinyl, 5 mil, 100 gloves per box

Medium weight, quilted golden brown chore, non-woven liner, matching knit wrist

Lightly powdered blue nitrile, 5 mil, 100 gloves per box

Lightly powdered latex, 5 mil, 100 gloves per box

Import, heavy weight, green chore, green knit wrist

Lightly powdered clear vinyl, 5 mil, 100 gloves per box

Medium weight, cotton, quilted golden brown chore, matching knit wrist

Non powdered blue nitrile, 8 mil, 50 gloves per box

Non powdered blue nitrile, 5 mil, 100 gloves per box

Import, medium weight, golden brown chore, knit wrist

Lightly powdered blue nitrile, 8 mil, 50 gloves per box

IDLUP5 S-XL

U2199 L&XL

IDVUP5 S-XL

UFS2307 S-XL 

IDNP5 S-XL 

IDLP5 S-XL

I2199

IDVP5 S-XL

U2307 S-XL

IDNUP8 S-XL

IDNUP5 S-XL

IFS2307

IDNP8 S-XL 
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PARA-ARAMID
PARA-ARAMID

Para-Aramid

Kevlar® & Twaron®

Extra heavy weight, woven para-aramid outer, double back, cotton lined, duck gauntlet

Extra heavy weight, para-aramid terry outer, wool lined, loop in, with matching gauntlet

Heavy weight, knit para-aramid outer, cotton lined, olive drab band top

Heavy weight, woven para-aramid outer, cotton lined, duck gauntlet

Extra heavy weight, para-aramid terry outer, wool lined, loop out, with 8" matching gauntlet

Heavy weight, knit para-aramid outer, two para-aramid liners, olive drab band top

Heavy weight, woven para-aramid outer, cotton lined, band top

Extra heavy weight, para-aramid terry outer, wool lined, loop out, with matching gauntlet

Extra heavy weight, woven para-aramid outer, double back, cotton lined, duck gauntlet

Extra heavy weight, para-aramid terry outer, two cotton liners, loop out, with matching gauntlet

Heavy weight, knit para-aramid outer, cotton lined, duck gauntlet

Heavy weight, woven para-aramid outer, nap out, two-ply wool liner, matching 8" gauntlet cuff

UDFR32KBPK

UKTWL24TGI 

UJK30BT-PK  

UFR30KDGPK 

UKTWL24TG8

UKJ27ODFRB

UFR30KBTPK

UKTWL24TG

UDFR32KDPK

UKTCL24TG 

UJK30DG-PK

UKW-G8
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Import, 24 oz., loop out terry cloth, 
knit wrist

Import, 24 oz., loop out terry cloth, 
band top cuff

Extra heavy weight, red flame 
retardant loop out terry outer, 

cotton liner, with matching gauntlet

Extra heavy weight, loopout 
terry outer, non-woven liner, with 

matching band top

Import, 24 oz., loop out terry cloth, 
rubberized gauntlet cuff

Import, 32 oz., loop out terry cloth, 
yellow stripe knit wrist, extra large

Extra heavy weight, loop out 
terry outer, non-woven liner, with 

matching gauntlet

Heavy weight, two-ply, baker’s pad, 
10" x 12", hand hole

24 oz. terry cloth hand pad, 
6½" long

24 oz. terry cloth hand pad, 
10" long

Import, heavy weight, two-ply, 
baker’s pad, 10" x 12", hand hole

ITC243 ITC24BT

UL26FRTG UTL293TBT

ITC24G ITC323-J XL

UTL293TG
UBP1012H2

UHP6.5

UHP10

IBP1012H2

CUT & SEWN TERRY

CUT & SEWN TERRY
CUT & SEWN TERRY
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MACHINE KNIT TERRY
MACHINE KNIT TERRY

MACHINE KNIT TERRY

24 oz., white loop out knit terry, 
sewn on knit wrist

24 oz., gray loop out knit terry, 
sewn on knit wrist, large

24 oz., fluorescent orange loop in 
acrylic/cotton knit terry, continuous 

knitted cuff, large

ITK243 M&L

IGTK243L L

TCKFO24LI
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13 gauge, para-aramid 
string knit, ANSI cut level 2

7 gauge, para-aramid string knit, 
blue PVC blocks on 2 sides,

ANSI cut level 3

7 gauge, para-aramid string knit, 
PVC dots on 2 sides, 

ANSI cut level 3

13 gauge, para-aramid, lycra 
string knit, black nitrile palm 
dip coating, CE cut level 2

13 gauge ATA® string, 
blue latex palm dip, 

ANSI cut level 4

7 gauge, para-aramid 
string knit, ANSI cut level 3

13 gauge, salt and pepper 
HPPE string knit, gray 

polyurethane palm dip coating,
CE cut level 5

ISM13K01 S-XL ISM7K2BB S-XL

KBLPD S-XL ISM7K01 S-XL

ISM7K21 S-XL KLYBNPD S-XL

SPDYPUPD S-XXXL

KNIT CUT RESISTANT

KNIT CUT RESISTANT
KNIT CUT RESISTANT
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7 gauge, medium weight, 
cotton

7 gauge, heavy weight, gray 
cotton/poly knit

7 gauge, medium weight, 
cotton/poly knit

7 gauge, orange acrylic knit, 
honeycomb coating 2 sides

7 gauge, medium weight, cotton/
poly knit, black PVC dots on 2 sides

7 gauge, heavy weight, 
cotton/poly knit

7 gauge, heavy weight, multi-color 
string knit

7 gauge, medium weight, cotton/
poly knit, black PVC dots on 1 side

ISM3C01 S-L ISHH901 S-L

ISOHC2 S-XL

SKMC901 S-L

ISM3301 M&L

ISH3301 M&L

ISM3321 M&L

ISM3311 M&L

STRING KNIT
STRING KNIT

STRING KNIT
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Grain cowhide driver’s, unlined, 
keystone thumb, shirred elastic

Mechanic glove, reinforced palm, 
Velcro® closure

Double leather palm, leather tips, 
forefinger, knuckle strap, shirred 

elastic, safety cuff, large

Grain cowhide driver, keystone 
thumb, red fleece lined

Split leather palm, thumb, finger 
tips, knuckle strap, shirred elastic, 

cotton back, safety cuff

Grain goatskin driver, unlined, 
keystone thumb, shirred elastic Economy gray welder, sock lined

Grain pigskin driver, unlined, 
keystone thumb, shirred elastic

Economy split leather palm, thumb, 
finger tips, knuckle strap, shirred 

elastic, safety cuff, large

Blue leather welder, foam lined, 
reinforced thumb and palm, 

Kevlar® sewn

LDK S-XL

MECHBK S-XXL

IW59DP L

RLDK L&XL IW59 L&XL

GLDK S-XL
IGW

PLDK S-XL IEW59 L

IBWFL

LEATHER

LEATHER
LEATHER
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PVC
PVC

PVC

Import yellow PVC, smooth finish, jersey lined, band top

Import yellow PVC, smooth finish, interlock lined, 12"

Import fluorescent orange PVC, smooth finish, foam lined, 12"

Import fluorescent orange PVC, smooth finish, foam lined, knit wrist

Import fluorescent orange PVC, smooth finish, foam lined, safety cuff

I89BT

I895-12

OPVCFC12

OPVCFCKW

OPVCFCSC

I89BT

OPVCFCSC

I895-12

OPVCFC12

OPVCFCKW
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Import black PVC, smooth finish, interlock lined, 10"

Import black PVC, semi rough finish, interlock lined, 10" 

Import black PVC, sandpaper finish, interlock lined, 10"

Import black PVC, smooth finish, interlock lined, 12"

Import black PVC, semi rough finish, interlock lined, 12"

Import black PVC, sandpaper finish, interlock lined, 12"

Import black PVC, interlock lined, knit wrist

Import black PVC, smooth finish, interlock lined, 18" 

Import black PVC, semi rough finish, interlock lined, knit wrist

Import black PVC, sandpaper finish, jersey lined, knit wrist

Import black PVC, smooth finish, interlock lined, 14"

Import black PVC, semi rough finish, interlock lined, 14"

Import black PVC, sandpaper finish, interlock lined, 14"

I885-10

I885-R10

I885-SP10

I885-12

I885-R12

I885-SP12 

I885KW

I885-18

I885RKW

I885SPKW

I885-14

I885-R14 

I885-SP14

PVC
PVC
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NEOPRENE LATEX
NEOPRENE LATEX & NITRILE

NEOPRENE LATEX & NITRILE

Import, fully coated blue nitrile, jersey shell, knit wrist

Import, fully coated blue nitrile, jersey shell, safety cuff

Yellow latex, 18 mil, 12", flock lined

Green nitrile, 12 mil, 13", unlined

Black neoprene, smooth finish, knit wrist

Import, fully coated blue nitrile, jersey lined, rough finish, safety cuff

Yellow latex, 22 mil, 12", flock lined

Green nitrile, 15 mil, 13", flock lined

Blue neoprene over yellow latex, flock lined, 28 mil, 13"

Black neoprene, smooth finish, 12"

INFC3 L&XL   

INFCSC L&XL

IYLFL18 S-XL

IGN12 S-XL 

IN885KW

IRNFCSC L&XL

IYLFL22 S-XL

IGNFL15 S-XL

IBNEYLF S-XL

IN885-12
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31APRONS

APRONS
APRONS

28" x 36" denim apron, chest pocket, 1 hip pocket, white poly ties with grommets

28" x 36" denim apron, chest pocket, 2 hip pockets, white poly ties with grommets

28" x 36" denim apron, chest pocket, white poly ties with grommets

28" x 36" denim apron, no pockets, white poly ties with grommets

28" x 42" denim apron, chest pocket, 2 hip pockets, white poly ties with grommets

28" x 38" denim apron, swing chest pocket, 1 hip pocket, bar tacked ribbon ties

29" x 38" cotton duck apron, swing chest pocket, 1 hip pocket, bar tacked ribbon ties

20" x 12" cotton duck waist apron, 2 hip pockets, cotton duck tie

AD8331G10
AD8332G10

AD8330G10

AD8300G10

AD8432G10

D6E41B40FU

K6E41B43FU

KF103B43FU 
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PROTECTIVE SLEEVES
PROTECTIVE SLEEVES

PROTECTIVE SLEEVES     

Kevlar® Sleeves

Sleeve Options

Elastic top band

Thumb hole and one middle  
bar tack

Bar tack to make thumb slot

Elastic thumb strap

Non-slip

Thumb hole and three bar tacks for 
finger holes

Velcro® closure

Elastic strap with clip and ring

Option D

Option H

Option B

Option F

Option C

Option G

Option A

Option E

Medium weight 14" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width, thumb hole

Medium weight, 18" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width

Heavy weight, 24" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width, thumb hole

Medium weight 18" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width, thumb hole

Medium weight, 24" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width, thumb hole

3" width Kevlar® single ply knit tubing, 6 pound roll, (weight of rolls may vary)

Regular weight 14" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width

Heavy weight, 18" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width

Heavy weight, 24" length, two ply Kevlar®, 3" width

SKDPMT014 

SKDPHT018

SKDPHT024

SKDPH0018

SKDPMT024

KV-TUBE

SKDPM0014

SKDPH0018

SKDPH0024

3" width para-aramid knit tubing, sold by the poundKV-TUBE
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Cane Mesh Sleeves

Cotton Sleeves

Denim and Cotton Duck Sleeves

PROTECTIVE SLEEVES     

Denim and Cotton Duck Sleeves

White cane mesh sleeve, 100% nylon, 7" forearm, red binding, Velcro hook & loop fastener, 
size small

White cane mesh sleeve, 100% nylon, 9" forearm, red binding, Velcro hook & loop fastener, 
size small

White cane mesh sleeve, 100% nylon, 7" forearm, blue binding, Velcro hook & loop fastener, 
size large

White cane mesh sleeve, 100% nylon, 9" forearm, blue binding, Velcro hook & loop fastener, 
size large

SWCM7001S

SWCM9001S

SWCM7001L

SWCM9001L

Roll of single-ply knit cotton sleeve material 

18" single-ply cotton knit sleeve

24" x 8" cotton duck sleeve, overedged elastic on both ends 

18" x 8" denim sleeve, over-edged elastic on both ends

15" single-ply cotton knit sleeve

18" x 8" cotton ducksleeve, over-edged elastic on both ends

11" single-ply cotton knit sleeve

TB3350S5.0 

CTS-18

SKJ299003

SDAB 

CTS-15

SKJB99003

CTS-11

PROTECTIVE SLEEVES
PROTECTIVE SLEEVES
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INSOLES
ERGO SHIELD INSOLES

3 - 4½

3 - 4½

4 - 4½ 5 - 5½ 6 - 6½ 7 - 7½ 8 - 8½ 9 - 9½ 10 - 10½ 12 - 13½11 - 11½ 14 - 14½

8 - 14

5 - 6½

5 - 6½

4100-01M

7 - 8½

7 - 8½

9 - 10½

9 - 10½

11 - 12½

11 - 12½

13 - 14½

13 - 14½

Men’s Shoe

Men’s Shoe

Men’s Shoe

Men’s Shoe

5 - 6½

5 - 6½

6 - 6½ 7 - 7½ 8 - 8½ 9 - 9½ 10 - 10½ 11 - 11½ 12 - 12½ 14 - 15½13 - 13½ 16 - 16½

6 - 12

4102-011

4104-011

4105-01A 4105-01B 4105-01C 4105-01D 4105-01E 4105-01F 4105-01G 4105-01I4105-01H 4105-01K

7 - 8½

7 - 8½

4100-01W

4102-012

4104-012

9 - 10½

9 - 10½

4102-013

4104-013

11 - 12½

11 - 12½

4102-014

4104-014

13 - 14½

13 - 14½

4102-015

4104-015

---

---

4102-016

4104-016

Women’s Shoe

Women’s Shoe

Women’s Shoe

Women’s Shoe

Order #

Order #

Order #

• Provides Maximum Cushioning and Support
• Shock-Absorbing Gel Technology
• All-Day Comfort While Walking or Standing
• Total Contact Cushioning

• Provides Maximum Cushioning and Support
• Semi-Rigid Arch Support for Increased
   Stability
• All-Day Comfort While Walking or Standing
• Dual-Layer Cushioning

• Increased Comfort
• Ventilated Fabric Reduces Perspiration
• Arch Support for All-Day Comfort
• Extremely Lightweight

Size

Size

Size

Universal

1

1

A B C D E F G I/JH K

Size

2

2

Order #

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Anti-Fatigue Insole (4102)

Ergo Arch™ Insole (4105)

Work Plus Insole (4104) 

• Increased Comfort
• Shock-Absorbing Gel Technology
• Heat and Friction Reducing, Anti-Microbial    
   Top Fabric
• Low Profile

Work Insole (4100)
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CUT & SEW
CONTRACT CUT & SEW

CONTRACT CUT & SEW 

Contract Sewing Services
• Private labeling
• Custom logos in a choice of colors and design in up 
   to four colors
• Embroidery and screen-printing available
• Personal, high-touch service
• Ability to produce a wide range of products

Manufacturing
• State-of-the-art computerized cutting machinery
• 60,000 square feet of manufacturing and 
   warehousing space
• Quality workmanship, affordable rates and timely delivery
• Over 200 sewing machines and 12 circular
  knitting machines
• Two new Pathfinder computerized cutting machines
• Over 300 employees and low employee turnover
• New web-based ERP and customer support software

Southern Innovations Advantages
• Full package ability including pattern creation, cutting, 
   assembling, packing and global shipping
• Offshore manufacturing in Honduras using highest quality,
   American-made materials
• Seven day shipping from Honduras to Distribution Center as  
   opposed to 30 days from China
• Qualifying products made from materials sourced and  
   imported duty-free under DR-CAFTA
• Product design services
• Labor costs equivalent to Asian country labor rates
• Innovative thinkers who are open to new product  
   development

For more than seven decades, Southern Glove has manufactured top-quality hand-and-arm protection products for customers 
throughout the United States. Our manufacturing division, Southern Innovations, delivers that same outstanding workmanship, 
timely delivery and affordability to a diverse range of industrial clients, applications and marketplaces. With our state-of-the-art, 
Honduras-based and US-managed manufacturing facility, Southern Innovations is an affordable resource for quality cut-and-
sewn products.

Southern Innovations cuts and sews top-quality private-label industrial apparel, safety accessories and other fabric products to 
your specifications. If it can be made from fabric, Southern Innovations can make it to your complete satisfaction.

For a free production quote, please call Southern Glove toll-free at 1-800-222-1113 or request 
more information at www.cutandsewmanufacturing.com
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